Abstract This paper traces a historical and conceptual terrain of cultures of repair 5 from a decolonial and ontological design perspective, i.e., through decolonial 6 design. In the face of present and mounting future challenges, particularly Climate 
In Japan, the Wabisabi worldview deriving from Buddhism instills a kind of sacred 
123
The analysis identified four key threads being spoken about in relation to the first 124 and second research questions, therefore these are brought together in a cohesive 125 order and discussed below as concealment; newness; techne; and care. In relation
126
to the third research question there presents a gap in knowledge for a visualisation,
127
to read in conjunction with these threads, therefore the 'Cultures of Repair
128
Relational Map' (Fig. 1) has been designed. The aim of the map is to assist 129 designers comprehension of the gathering of modernity/coloniality and its arrival in 130 futures ( Fig. 1 . part A) in order to be in a position to amplify sustainable activities 131 in repair cultures through decolonial design ( Fig. 1. part B) . with observing things when they lose their usefulness and fail to operate the way we task; not broken nor demanding our concern. Nigel Thrift [27] argues that it is in this 177 space, between the visibly 'broken' and concealed 'tool' that "repair and maintenance 'transfer gaps' in research in which a designer might focus their exploration. 
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